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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the water pumping regime, as well as the water consumption regime with
regard to the required quantities and the example of water consumption, with an emphasis on changes
in water volume, are examined. This aims to show the functioning of the regime of water consumption,
water pumping, as well as finding functional relationships between the mentioned sizes and the volume
of the water reservoir. The analysis focuses on questions such as how and in what way, changes in the
onset and duration of pumping, as well as different water consumption regimes affect the size of the
reservoir volume. The entire analysis in this paper was done to develop a scientifically innovative, but
also applicable mathematical model, which is a contribution to the profession and a good basis for further
scientific research to improve the operation of the urban water supply system.
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RESUMEN: En este trabajo se examina el régimen de bombeo de agua, así como el régimen de consumo
de agua con respecto a las cantidades requeridas y el ejemplo de consumo de agua de acuerdo con las
pautas y normas de la profesión, con énfasis en los cambios en el volumen de agua. Este tiene como
objetivo mostrar el funcionamiento del régimen de consumo de agua, bombeo de agua, así como
encontrar relaciones funcionales entre los tamaños mencionados y el volumen del depósito de agua. El
problema que se quiere resolver es ver cómo y de qué manera, los cambios en el inicio y duración del
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bombeo, así como los diferentes regímenes de consumo de agua, afectan el tamaño del volumen del
embalse. Todo el análisis de este artículo se realizó con el fin de desarrollar un modelo matemático
científicamente innovador, pero también aplicable, que sea una contribución a la profesión y una buena
base para futuras investigaciones científicas para mejorar el funcionamiento del sistema de suministro
de agua urbano.
1. Introduction
The Urban Water Supply System (UWSS) depends on the consumption and need for water on the one
hand, as well as on the functional dependence of the capacity of pumping stations and the volume of the
water reservoir. Nowadays, the pumping regime is under pressure not only because of higher
consumption rates due to population growth and tourism, but also because of the negative impact of
climate change. Rising air temperatures and sea levels, increased industry, harsher agricultural
conditions, floods, and other hydrological phenomena are hampering the operation of the water supply
systems and leading to higher water and energy consumption which leads to higher costs. For this reason,
researching the above-mentioned functional dependencies and their interdependencies is important in
order to gain new knowledge and improve the work of the UWSS itself. In this paper, by researching
these quantities and their relationships, there is an intention to develop a mathematical model, which
given the different water consumption regimes, will describe the relationship between pumping regimes
and water reservoir volume. To develop a mathematical model, input data of parameters that are
important for the work of the UWSS are needed and the insight into their functional dependencies
presented in this paper will provide better optimization of the system. This would contribute to the
profession and further scientific research related to this topic. By investigating interdependencies in
UWSS, it will be considered if there is an increased need for water, whether the existing water reservoir
can accept a certain amount of water in a certain period, without the need for its expansion. Not only will
this give better optimization of such a system, but it would lead to energy conservation. One characteristic
of UWSS is that water consumption goes hand in hand with energy consumption, since energy is required
for water production, treatment and distribution, and wastewater collection and treatment [1]. It means
that utilities buy most energy at the highest price during the day. As the water reservoir is the main
functional element of the UWSS, whose purpose is to store water, ensure the necessary operating pressure
and security of water supply for the population, this is the most significant, concerning all other parts of
the UWSS.
Sizing of such system is done for one-day equalization on the day of maximum water consumption during
the considered year, and the operational volume of the reservoir (V), i.e., the volume for
equalization/equalization of inflow and outflow (consumption) of water from the reservoir is obtained
by graphical or numerical procedures [2]. Since the volumes of water for fire protection and incident
situations are constant, in all further considerations, the necessary volumes of water storage for
equalization of inflow and consumption are marked with V.
The entry of water into the water reservoir depends on the operation of the pumping station, which in
UWSS is mostly used for pumping water from the intake to the raw water treatment plant, and from the
mentioned plant to the water reservoir. In practice, the operation of water supply pumps is developed in
two ways [2]:
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a)
Continuous operation with a minimum flow equal to the average flow in the maximum day of
consumption, constantly for 24 hours,
b)
Occasional operation of pumps during periods of low electricity prices, where the duration of
operation of the pumping station is 8 h, 16 h, or during another period.
As previously mentioned, the water inlet to the reservoir can be controlled, as it can control the operation
of the pumping station, which brings water to the reservoir. Due to the dependence of water outlets on
the habits and living standards of the population, the outlet cannot be controlled. The mentioned habits
and living standards of the population refer to population awareness of rational water use on which we
can affect but not control.
From the above, it can be concluded that the size of the operational volume of reservoir V is a function
of the inflow of water into the reservoir Qin and water leakage from the reservoir Qout, that is, the amount
of water that the population consumes [3].
UWSS and its individual parts have been researched and processed in numerous works, studies and
projects carried out on specific problems related to water and electric energy consumption. The influence
of the water pumping regime and the consumption regime on the size of the reservoir volume, as well as
the interdependence between the mentioned quantities, have not been processed and analyzed, which can
be seen in the literature review. An analysis of the pumping regime, with respect to the duration and
onset of pumping is proposed [4], in a case study in Palestine for the purpose of changing the occasional
pumping regime to a continuous (permanent) one. The conversion of the existing discontinuous pumping
regime to a continuous one is also analyzed in a paper [5] on a case study in Korea. That study shows the
optimization of multiple water reservoirs concluding that a better-optimized pump schedule can be used
for future maintenance of water reservoirs. These studies confirm that the pumping regime, in addition
to the cost of pumping, also affects the duration and reliability of the water supply system.
Taking into account the assumption that pumping intensities are adjusted to hourly water needs within a
day, the paper [6] found that the optimal pumping intensity in each hour is determined based on the
current (net) selling price of electricity, the amount of water in the reservoir and the required amount
water during the day.
Pumping with increased capacity in the period of the so-called "peak", i.e., the period of maximum water
and electricity consumption, is optimal according to [7] and [8], due to a more even distribution of energy
consumption. Also, [7] show that with the possible increase in the power of the pumping station, it is
necessary to ensure a sufficient volume of water storage, because of the storage of increased amounts of
water. Pumping stations represent the highest operational costs in the water supply system, as confirmed
in [2], [9] and [10]. In order to reach a general conclusion about the need for water during the intermittent
and constant water supply, it is necessary to analyze or determine the water consumption regime for the
poor areas, as well as for smaller and larger cities [11].
Therefore, some analysis, i.e., modeling of water pumping and consumption regimes are necessary steps
for technical and economic analysis of each UWSS. In the paper [12], on the example of two water
consumption regimes, a linear functional dependence between water tank volume and pumping duration
is determined, but the mentioned analysis was made on a simplified example, for several different
pumping starts and durations.
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Also, [13] introduce simplification through linearization in such a way that the size of the reservoir
volume during different pumping periods is determined based on the volume sizes at the beginning and
end of the pumping period. The paper [14] from an engineering and mathematical point of view describes
the parameters analyzed for changes in the volume of the reservoir within the genetic algorithm (Genetic
algorithms - Gas), which is used to optimize the water supply network. The reservoir is a decision
variable regarding the change in volume and water level in it, where again, the volume of the reservoir
is crucial. Another proof of this statement is the research conducted in [15], where the reliability of the
reservoir was observed with respect to its volume. It was found that numerous interruptions in the water
supply from the reservoir follow the Weibull distribution, and that through the connection of the given
(predicted) interruption of the duration of the water supply, the required volume of the reservoir can be
determined and vice versa.
The analysis of bibliographic units expressed the need and motivation for the detailed determination of
functional dependencies between the regime (beginning and duration) of pumping and the volume of the
reservoir.

2. Research Methodology and Input Data
Theoretical assumptions of the calculation of the volume of the reservoir indicate that the longer the
operation of the pumping station, the size of the required volume of the water reservoir decreases,
provided that the capacity of the pumping station is constant throughout the period of operation.
However, to plan the operation of reservoirs and analyze the work in case of unusual situations, it is
necessary to know whether and in what way the start of operation of the pumping station has an impact
on the required size of the reservoir volume. Minimizing the losses while transmission through
monitoring techniques and advanced modern treatment and storage facilities will ensure the optimization
[16].
Usual situations often occur in the water supply system due to the variability of water inflow and water
consumption regime. For this reason, it is necessary to know what the actual relationships are between
the pumping regime, the water consumption regime, and the volume of the reservoir, and what
connections exist between them. The usual constraint related to the volume of the reservoir V(t) at the
observed moment t is defined [17]:
V (t ) ≤ V (t ) ≤ V (t ), ∀t

(1)

Where are: 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) the minimum required volume of water in the reservoir and 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) the maximum

allowable volume of water in the reservoir.
Boundary conditions must also be defined [17]:
𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 (1) = 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(2)
Where 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the volume of water in the reservoir at the beginning of pumping and 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the volume
of water in the reservoir at the end of pumping.
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Stated quantities and their interrelationships were carried out bearing in mind the possibility of the
occasional and constant inflow of water into the water reservoir. Therefore, in the case of a constant
inflow of water with pumping duration through 24 hours, it will be determined whether the change in the
start hour of pumping has an impact on the volume of the reservoir. On the other hand, in the case of
occasional inflows, it will be determined whether and in what way changes in the start hour and duration
of pumping affect the volume of the reservoir.
Also, two different water consumption regimes are observed through the example of a settlement of 8970
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

inhabitants for maximum daily water consumption (with all losses) 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2440 m3/day, i.e., Variant
I and Variant II [12]. Required water volumes and water consumption quantities for both Variants are
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Figure 1 Overview of the daily water consumption regime for 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =2440 m3/day for Variant I [18]
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Figure 2 Overview of the daily water consumption regime for 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2440 m3/day for Variant II [18]

This analysis seeks to determine whether there is a functional relationship between the required amount
of water, the start and duration of pumping, and the volume of the reservoir, while the purpose of the
observed dependencies is to try to answer one of the basic questions. The mentioned analysis refers to
the dependence of the size of the required volume on the duration of pumping and the dependence of the
same size on the hour of the beginning of pumping. The purpose of the presented methodology is to try
to alleviate the process of planning the operation of reservoirs for the assumed regime of water
consumption in the supply area and relates to the dependence of the required volume on the duration of
pumping and the dependence of the same size on the start time. This analysis will help in the work of the
control and management center of the water supply system during the change of possible water pumping
regimes in the existing water reservoirs regarding the maximum permitted quantities (flows) of water.
Also, it provides insight into the change of pressures in the water supply system, as well as the regulation
of pressures with respect to the minimum and maximum allowable values. This last information about
pressure changes allows avoiding the installation of pressure chambers or valves for pressure regulation
or additional programming of pumping station operation and regulation of water inlet and outlet from
the water tank, which further complicates the water supply system.
3. Obtained Results and Discussion
3.1. Influence of the beginning of the pumping period on the size of the reservoir volume, for
constant water pumping within 24 hours
In the case of constant water pumping into the reservoir for 24 hours, it will be determined whether the
change in the start of pumping has an impact on the volume of the reservoir.
An analysis of the influence of the beginning of the pumping period on the size of the reservoir volume
for constant pumping within 24 hours was performed using the usual Ripple method [2] for both Variants,
I and II. The results are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Reservoir volumes for Variant I and Variant II for different water pumping starts during
constant water pumping for 24 h [12]
From the obtained results, it is possible to conclude that for constant water pumping for 24 hours, the
beginning of the pumping period has no influence on the size of the reservoir volume, which can be seen
in Figure 3. In other words, even if the start hour of the water pumping is changed, it does not affect the
amount of water in the reservoir because the capacity of the pumping station is constant.
For both Variants, the average hourly water consumption Qhourly is 102 m3/ h, which is also the capacity
of the pumping station, i.e., the inflow of water into the pumping station for the duration of pumping of
24 hours.
3.2. Influence of the beginning of the pumping period on the size of the reservoir volume, for
different durations of water pumping
It is necessary to determine whether and in what way changes in the start of pumping and the duration of
pumping affect the volume of the reservoir. The aim is to determine whether there is a functional
relationship between the required amount of water, the beginning and duration of pumping, and the
volume of the reservoir.
In the case of occasional water abstraction, such as different durations and different abstraction starts,
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

reservoir volumes were calculated for the maximum daily water consumption of 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2440 m3/day,
for Variant I and Variant II, in order to find their impact on the reservoir volume. The mentioned
calculations, with respect to the different beginnings and durations of pumping for Variant I are shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Changes in reservoir volume with respect to the beginning of the pumping period and different
pumping durations for Variant I [18]
By examining the presented changes in volume with respect to the beginning of the pumping period and
different pumping durations for Variant I, a linear part from the point indicating the beginning and
duration of pumping from 6 AM to the point indicating the beginning and duration of pumping at 6 PM
was observed, Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Dependence of the required volume of the water reservoir on the pumping duration for different
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

pumping durations by 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2440 m3/day for Variant I

On the linear/boundary part (from 6 AM to 6 PM), the difference in the volume of the reservoir ΔV= 610
m3, is obtained by multiplying the value of the inflow into the reservoir in one hour (101.67 m3/ h) with
the duration of pumping from the linear part and the duration of pumping after the linear part, which is
6 hours [18]. A further study of Figures 4 and 5 shows that for a pumping duration of 20 hours and a
pumping start of 3 and 4 AM, the required reservoir volume is the smallest. The mentioned curves, which
represent the dependences of the required reservoir volume on the pumping duration for different
pumping start for extremes (minimum values of reservoir volume) with pumping starts at 3 and 4 AM
for Variant I, are highlighted in Figure 6.

Water reservoir volume V [m3]

Starting of pumping [h]

Pumping duration [h]

Figure 6 Dependence of the required water tank volume on the pumping duration for different pumping
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

start for 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2440 m3/ day for extremes (minimum values of water tank volume) with pumping starts
at 3 and 4 AM for Variant I
The same analysis was performed for the second consumption regime for Variant II. Figure 7 shows a
two-dimensional view of changes in the volume of the reservoir with respect to the beginning of the
pumping period and different pumping durations.
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Figure 7 Changes in reservoir volume with respect to the beginning of the pumping period and different
pumping durations for Variant II
Two-dimensional representations of both Variants (Figure 4) and (Figure 7), changes in the volume of
the reservoir with respect to the beginning of the pumping period and different pumping durations show
that, with respect to the start and length of pumping, as well as pumping regime and input data on water
consumption by population and change reservoir volumes. Different water consumption regimes
(Variants I and II), but also different beginnings and durations of pumping define different
interdependencies. It is also evident that the connections between these quantities are not simple at all
[18].
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Figure 8 Dependence of the dependence of the required volume of the reservoir on the duration of
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

pumping for the different start of pumping for 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2440 m3/day for Variant II

As with Variant I, a linear part of the curve was observed here also (Figure 8), from 11 AM to 1 PM, and
the difference in the volume of the reservoir is ΔV = 1118.37 m3. The stated volume difference is obtained
by multiplying the inflow value into the water reservoir in one hour (101.67 m3/h) with the duration of
pumping from the linear part and the duration of pumping after the linear part (11 AM) [18].
The areas in Figures 5 and 8 that are bounded with black lines define the area within the reservoir volume
dependence diagram on the beginnings and durations of pumping, within which the largest range is
between the smallest and largest reservoir volume. By defining a bounded area, it is easier to find the
possible durations as well as the beginnings of pumping given the largest range of reservoir volume
change. An extreme (minimum value of the reservoir volume) was also observed for this Variant for a
pumping duration of 16 hours starting at 6 AM, and the mentioned curve was isolated and shown in
Figure 9.
Water reservoir volume V [m3]

Starting of pumping [h]

Pumping duration [h]

Figure 9 Dependence of the required volume of the reservoir on the pumping duration for different
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

pumping start for 𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2440 m3/day for the extreme for pumping start at 6 AM with the corresponding
pumping duration of 16 hours for Variant II
For the stated extreme values that occur in both Variants, calculations of cumulative water inflow into
the water reservoir and water consumption with pumping start at 3 AM and 4 AM, for pumping duration
of 20 hours for Variant I, and at 6 AM for pumping duration of 16 hours were made for Variant II.
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Inflow
Cons.

Variant I

Hours [h]

Figure 10 Display of cumulative water inflow into the water reservoir and water consumption with the
start of pumping at 4 AM for Variant I

Cumulative inflow and consumption [m3/h]

For the start of pumping at 4 AM (Figure 10), it is noticed that the point indicating the cessation of inflow,
i.e., pumping of 20 hours, also indicates the point of extreme/minimum value of the volume of the
reservoir, which is observed in Figure 4, where it can also be seen that with the interruption of the inflow
at the 20th hour the curve is increasing, which means that the amounts of water in the reservoir are
increasing.
The same calculation was performed for the pumping duration of 20 hours, but with the start of pumping
at 3 AM, which is shown in Figure 11.

Inflow
Cons.

Variant II

Hours [h]

Figure 11 Display of cumulative water inflow into the water reservoir and water consumption by the
population with the start of pumping at 3 AM for Variant I
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Cumulative inflow and consumption [m3/h]

Here, it is also confirmed that in the case when the inflow stops for the start of pumping at 3 AM, the
same point also indicates the extreme point or the lowest value of the reservoir volume observed in Figure
4, which also shows that at that time stops, the curve increases, which means that the amounts of water
in the reservoir also increase.

Inflow
Cons.

Variant II

Hours [h]

Figure 12 Display of cumulative water inflow into the water reservoir and water consumption by the
population for Variant II for the start of pumping at 6 AM
In Variant II, the display of the cumulative inflow of water into the reservoir and water consumption by
the population for the start of abstraction at 6 AM and the duration of abstraction of 16 hours (Figure 12)
also confirms, regardless of the different consumption regime, that in case the inflow stops this point also
marks the extreme point. The mentioned extreme point can also be seen in Figure 7, where it can be
observed that with the completion of pumping, the curve is increasing, which refers to the increase in the
amount of water in the reservoir.
Based on the obtained results, a regularity was established that explains the relationship between the start
of pumping and the extreme value - the minimum volume of the reservoir. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the start time of pumping Tstart, the time at which the sum of all individual hourly water consumption
Qout,j(less than the average hourly water consumption) is greater than or equal to the first individual
hourly water consumption is greater than the average hourly water consumption [16]. Mathematically
written, Tstart is the time t, 1≤t≤T for which it holds [18]:
t

∑ Q
j =1

Q out , jQ hour
aver

out , j

≥

maxhour Q
out , j
Qout , jQaver

(3)
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Given the analysis of changes in the pumping regime and the impact on the volume of the reservoir is
intended to show the change in the pumping regime and provide the information in which certain period
of the day there is a possibility of additional water storage. Based on the above expression, obtained for
the minimum volume, the start time of pumping is defined.
Therefore, it is shown that it is extremely important to see how and in what way the change of the
pumping regime affects the volume of the water reservoir and to determine the possible laws or
interrelations. In fact, a separate analysis of each curve in accordance with the required needs, or duration
and the start of pumping, defines how you can change the volume of the reservoir.
4. Conclusions and Guidelines for Further Research
The purpose of the presented analysis is to investigate, if there is an increased need for water, whether
the existing water reservoir can accept a certain amount of water in a certain period, without the need for
its expansion. This would lead to energy conservation, since the reservoir, in addition to the water storage,
also has the role of energy storage. The conducted analysis is extremely important because it investigates
how and in what way the change of pumping regime affects the volume of the reservoir. It includes
possible regularities between different water consumption regimes, pumping regimes, and their influence
on the size of the reservoir volume.
By defining the linear part within the diagram of the dependence of the reservoir volume, on the
beginnings and durations of pumping, within the largest range between the smallest and largest reservoir
volume, it is easier to find possible durations, as well as the beginnings of pumping, which significantly
helps with pumping water into existing water reservoirs regarding the maximum, permitted quantities
(flows) of water.
For constant pumping of water into the reservoir for 24 hours, the change in the start of pumping has no
effect on the volume of the reservoir, contrary to occasional pumping. A detailed analysis of the
occasional pumping regime with different beginnings and durations of pumping, unambiguously defined
the time of pumping and established the law that explains the relationship between the start of pumping
and the minimum volume of the reservoir (extreme).
The above-mentioned leads to the conclusion that the pumping start time is the time at which the sum of
all individual hourly water consumption is greater than or equal to the first individual hourly water
consumption (greater than the average hourly water consumption), which also defines the start time of
pumping for the case, at which for two or more different pumping starts, the largest differences between
inflow and water consumption are obtained. The presented analysis also provides insight into the change
of pressures in the water supply system and the possibility of regulating the pressure with respect to the
minimum and maximum allowable values, which is extremely important because pressure control only
by water storage avoids the installation of pressure chambers and regulation of water inlet and outlet
from the reservoir. By further elaborating this research, using mathematical tools such as linear
programming, dynamic programming, 0-1 search methods, etc., it is wanted to create a "user-friendly"
program (software). This means, a package in which the data on water consumption and pumping regime
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would be used as input data, while the output data would represent the required size of the reservoir
volume.
The mentioned software has an exceptional practical value, since it would meet all the conditions for
achieving autonomy in the management of the water supply system, which would greatly facilitate the
work of specialized persons in the control and management sectors of UWSS due to the lack of a
regulation manual.
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